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3.3 Multiple Quantifiers 

First Order Logic
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Birzeit University, Palestine, 2016

In this lecture:

qPart 1: Multiple and Order of Quantifiers

qPart 2: Formalize/Verbalize Multiple Quantifiers

qPart 3: Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements

qPart 4: Example: Using FOL to formalize text (optional) 
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Multiple and Order of Quantifiers

"x $y . Loves(x,y) $x "y . Loves(x,y)

"y $x . Loves(x,y) "y $x . Loves(y,x)

"x "y . Loves(x,y)
"x,y . Loves(x,y)

$x $y . Loves(x,y)
$x,y . Loves(x,y)

Everything loves everything something loves something

Everything loves something Something loves everything

Everything loves somethingEverything is loved by something

"x $y . Loves(x,y), x≠y
Everything loves something but 
not itself

$y "x. Loves(x,y)

Everything love the same thing
Something is loved by everything

Each thing loves one or more things

Everything have something that loves it

There exists something that everything loves it
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Multiple and Order of Quantifiers

Everyone loves all movies Some people loves some movies

"p∈Person "m∈Movie ∙ Loves(p,m)

There is a movie that everyone loves Some people love all movies 

Everyone loves some movies All movies are loved by someone

مالفالا لك بحی صخش لك مالفالا  ضعب نوبحی سانلا ضعب

سانلا لك ھبحی ملفمالفالا لك بحی سانلا ضعب

مالفالا ضعب بحی صخش لكنیبحملا ضعب ھل ملف لك

$p∈Person $m∈Movie ∙ Loves(p,m)

$m∈Movie "p∈Person ∙ Lovedby(m,p) $p∈Person "m∈Movie ∙ Loves(p,m)

"p∈Person $m∈Movie ∙ Loves(p,m) " m∈Movie $ p∈Person ∙ Lovedby(m,p)
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In this lecture:

qPart 1: Multiple and Order of Quantifiers

qPart 2: Formalize/verbalize multiple Quantifiers (more examples)

qPart 3: Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements

qPart 4: Example: Using FOL to formalize text (optional) 
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Multiple Quantifiers with Negated Predicates

$x "y . ~Love(x,y) 

$x $y .  ~Love(x,y) 

"x "y .  ~Love(x,y) 

Somebody does not love somebody

Everyone does not love anyone

صاخشالا ضعب نوبحی ال صاخشا ضعب

صخش يأ بحی ال صخش لك

No one love any one.  دحا بحی دحا ال

"x $y .  ~Love(y,x) 
Everyone is not loved by someone  ھنوبحی ال نیرخا دجوی صخش لكل

Someone does not love anyone صخش يأ بحی ال صخش دجوی

* something/somebody ,everyone/everything

Everyone has some people who do not love him
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Verbalize and Test Statements 
a. ∃ an item I such that ∀ students S, S chose I.

There is an item that was chosen by every 
student. à true

b. ∃a student S such that ∀ items I, S chose I.

There is a student who chose every available 
item. àfalse

c. ∃ a student S such that ∀ stations Z,∃ an 
item I in Z such that S chose I. 

There is a student who chose at least one 
item from every station. à true

d. ∀ students S and ∀ stations Z,∃ an item I in 
Z such that S chose I. 
Every student chose at least one item from 
every station à false.
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Tarski’s world - Formalizing Statements
Describe Tarski’s world using universal and external quantifiers 
using Formal FOL Notation
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Formalize these statements 
The reciprocal )يبرض ریظن( of a real number a is a real number b 
such that ab = 1. The following two statements are true. Rewrite 
them formally using quantifiers and variables: 

Every nonzero real number has a reciprocal. 

There is a real number with no reciprocal. The number 0 has 
no reciprocal. 

∀u∈NonZeroR, ∃v∈R .   uv = 1.

∃c∈R ∀d∈R   .  cd≠ 1.
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In the book:

In the book:

Formalize these statements 

$m∈Z+ "n∈Z+ .    LessOrEqual(m, n) 

"x∈R+   $y ∈R+  .  Less(y, x) 

There Is a Smallest Positive Integer 

There Is No Smallest Positive Real Number 
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In this lecture:

qPart 1: Multiple and Order of Quantifiers

qPart 2: Formalize/Verbalize Multiple Quantifiers

qPart 3: Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements

qPart 4: Example: Using FOL to formalize text (optional) 
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~ ("x $y . Loves (x,y))

~($x "y . Loves (x,y))

Examples:

3.3 Statements with Multiple Quantifiers 123

try to see how the drawing can be interpreted in the other way. (Hint: The mouth of the
elderly woman is the necklace on the young woman.)

Once most people see one of the images, it is difficult for them to perceive the other.
So it is with ambiguous language. Once you interpreted the sentence at the beginning of
this section in one way, it may have been hard for you to see that it could be understood
in the other way. Perhaps you had difficulty even though the two possible meanings were
explained, just as many people have difficulty seeing the second interpretation for the
drawing even when they are told what to look for.

Although statements written informally may be open to multiple interpretations, we
cannot determine their truth or falsity without interpreting them one way or another.
Therefore, we have to use context to try to ascertain their meaning as best we can.

Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements
You can use the same rules to negate multiply-quantified statements that you used to
negate simpler quantified statements. Recall that

!("x in D, P(x)) # $x in D such that !P(x).

and

!($x in D such that P(x)) # "x in D,!P(x).

We apply these laws to find

!("x in D, $y in E such that P(x, y))

by moving in stages from left to right along the sentence.

First version of negation: $x in D such that !($y in E such that P(x, y)).

Final version of negation: $x in D such that "y in E,!P(x, y).

Similarly, to find

!($x in D such that "y in E, P(x, y)),

we have

First version of negation: "x in D,!("y in E, P(x, y)).

Final version of negation: "x in D, $y in E such that !P(x, y).

These facts can be summarized as follows:

Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements

!(" x in D, $y in E such that P(x, y)) # $x in D such that "y in E,!P(x, y).

!($x in D such that "y in E, P(x, y)) # "x in D, $y in E such that !P(x, y).

Copyright 2010 Cengage Learning. All Rights Reserved. May not be copied, scanned, or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content may be suppressed from the eBook and/or eChapter(s). 
Editorial review has deemed that any suppressed content does not materially affect the overall learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights restrictions require it.

Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements 

$x "y . ~Love(x,y) 

"x $y . ~Love(x,y) 
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Symbolic Logic Study Guide: Class Notes  61 

 
x� What are excluded are a group of objects 

 
All but (Everyone but) S are P.  �x (�S(x) o P(x)) � �x (S(x) o � P(x)) 

        �   �x [(� S(x) o P(x)) � (S(x) o � P(x))] 
        �   �x (�S(x) l P(x)) 
        �   �x (S(x) l �P(x)) 

All blocks but cubes are small.  �x (Cube(x) o a Small(x)) � �x (aCube(x) o Small(x))  
All students but girls attend the class. �x (aGirl(x) o Attend(x)) � �x (Girl(x) o aAttend(x))  

 
All P but S are Q.   �x [ (P(x) � �S(x)) o Q(x)] � �x [ (P(x) � S(x)) o �Q(x)]   
All cubes but those in back of a are small.   
�x [(Cube(x) � �BackOf(x, a)) o Small(x)] � �x [(Cube(x) � BackOf(x, a)) o �Small(x)]   

 
Some P but S are Q �x [ (P(x) � �S(x)) � Q(x)] � �x [ (P(x) � S(x)) o �Q(x)]   
Some cubes but those in back of a are small.  
�x [(Cube(x) � �BackOf(x, a)) � Small(x)] � �x [(Cube(x) � BackOf(x, a)) o �Small(x)]   
 
Some but S are P.   �x (�S(x) � P(x)) � �x (S(x) o � P(x))  
Some blocks but cubes are small. �x (aCube(x) � Small(x)) � �x (Cube(x) o aSmall(x)) 
Some students but those who miss the review session got As in the test.    

�x (�Miss(x) � GetA(x)) � �x (miss(x) o� GetA(x)) 
 
3.3 Partial and complete negation 
x� Tip: If it is hard to translate a negative sentence (E or O sentence), then translate it into the 

negation of a corresponding affirmative sentence (A or I sentence).  
  
  E-sentence         the negation of I-sentence 

Nobody loves anyone /someone   �  a (Someone loves someone)  a �x�y Like(x, y) 
Nobody loves everyone.    �  a (Someone loves everyone).   a �x�y Like(x, y) 
Nobody loves no one.     �  a (Someone loves no one)    a �x�y aLike(x, y) 

 
  O-sentence         the negation of A-sentence 

Someone does not love anyone/someone.   �  a (Everyone loves someone)  
            a�x�y Like(x, y)  � �x�y aLike(x, y) 
 

Someone does not love everyone.    �  a (Everyone loves everyone)  
a�x�y Like(x, y) �  �x�y aLike (x, y) 

 
Not all people love someone.     �  a (All people love someone)    

a �x�y Like(x, y)  
 
Not all people love everyone.     �  a (All people love everyone)  

a �x�y Like(x, y) 
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�x (�Miss(x) � GetA(x)) � �x (miss(x) o� GetA(x)) 
 
3.3 Partial and complete negation 
x� Tip: If it is hard to translate a negative sentence (E or O sentence), then translate it into the 

negation of a corresponding affirmative sentence (A or I sentence).  
  
  E-sentence         the negation of I-sentence 

Nobody loves anyone /someone   �  a (Someone loves someone)  a �x�y Like(x, y) 
Nobody loves everyone.    �  a (Someone loves everyone).   a �x�y Like(x, y) 
Nobody loves no one.     �  a (Someone loves no one)    a �x�y aLike(x, y) 

 
  O-sentence         the negation of A-sentence 

Someone does not love anyone/someone.   �  a (Everyone loves someone)  
            a�x�y Like(x, y)  � �x�y aLike(x, y) 
 

Someone does not love everyone.    �  a (Everyone loves everyone)  
a�x�y Like(x, y) �  �x�y aLike (x, y) 

 
Not all people love someone.     �  a (All people love someone)    

a �x�y Like(x, y)  
 
Not all people love everyone.     �  a (All people love everyone)  

a �x�y Like(x, y) 

Negations of Multiply-Quantified Statements 

~("x $y . Love(x,y)) 

~ (all people love someone)

$x "y . ~Love(x,y)) 
Some people do not love everyone

…..
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Example: Using FOL to formalize text

The law says that it is a crime for an American to sell
weapons to hostile nations. The country Nono, an
enemy of America, has some missiles, and all of its
missiles were sold to it by Colonel West, who is
American.

Example from: Russell & Norvig Book
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... it is a crime for an American to sell weapons to hostile nations:
"x,y,z . American(x) Ù Weapon(y) Ù Sells(x,y,z) Ù Hostile(z) Þ Criminal(x)

Nono … has some missiles, i.e., 
$x . Owns(Nono,x) Ù Missile(x)

… all of its missiles were sold to it by Colonel West
"x . Missile(x) Ù Owns(Nono,x) Þ Sells(West,x,Nono)

Missiles are weapons:
"x . Missile(x) Þ Weapon(x)

An enemy of America counts as "hostile“:
"x  . Enemy(x,America) Þ Hostile(x)

West, who is American …
American(West)

The country Nono, an enemy of America …
Enemy(Nono,America)

Example: Using FOL to formalize text
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